
Thesis Statement 
 
 

The renewing bazaar is situated on the place of Chicago urban vacant land in the east Garfield park 

community. Apparently, there is nothing happen on this huge vacant land near the green line station 

because of noisy envirnment and this community’s low income, low life expectancy, high number of 

vacant land as well as food desert condition. There is two type of zoning area on the two side of the green 

line for industrial manufactory and commercial. So this renewing bazaar is trying to separate 

the surrounding urban infrastructures (green line) through its closed character and linear internal 

communications. Meanwhile, collect and provide urban renewable resource and fresh food to the 

surrounding community as the new urban public space prototype. 

So decentralized waste water treatment plant and anaerobic digester is conceived as the initial and basic 

mechanical program in this site, from last semester’s urban water,energy and nutrients research we know 

that river and sewage system is like the blood vessel of the city, a myriad of nutrients element is passed in 

this system, but sometimes the over nutrient, like the human body, cause the problem as well, in the 

human blood vessel we call it blood clots because of the fat accumulation, in the nature ecosystem there is 

an another word call Eutrophication the main reason to cause allege bloom and lead to the river dead zone 

that block the ecosystem’s material and energy flow cycle. 

What cause this eutrophication problem is mainly because of the artificial fertilizer run off from big 

agriculture and urban sewage system’s high nutrients rate 

So this project is trying to take advantage of this over nutrient problem and make another nutrient loop to 

balance the community’s nutrient cycle by collecting the community’s sewage water and organic waste, 

then distributing the reclaim water for outdoor using and organic fertilizer for urban farm. When this 

project appear in the center of this community, people can learn how to begin a urban farm in the vacant 

land with low start up fee here in the classroom and idea kitchen (free reclaimed water and easy 

accessible organic fertilizer) visual connection to the waste water and organic waste processing process. 

This public space also provide space for artist to create and exhibit their works, children playground, 

restaurant and hangout space will increase the community’s life quality as well.   

The structure is use arch to support the roof, since this is a permanent infrastructure for the community so 

the project should have a monumental feeling . 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GreenWalkingMall is conceived as an inclusions program for the existing BazarQuarter 

into the surrounding urban structures. This is accomplished through the new planning 

structure that installs broken links with neighboring quarters. Become possible invariant 

movement: slow passing, walking and buying, rapid transit mall, riding a bicycle along 

new ways and to restore good visual connections. 

GreenWalkingMall is a rethinking of concept of Bazaar. This maintains basic function – 

trade. We propose to fill it with new features – you’ll need it to become live urban Public 

Space. We also add a good piece of Green Space, missing in this place. Green roofs 

are the continuation of existing green zones – to a green loop. Plus green park, 

arranged inside a Mall, gives a possibility of cross-cutting through continuous green 

spaces. 

The main idea of non-stop-walking across indoor and outdoor spaces, along walkways, 

bridges, ramps and combined with bicycle moving provides full access to all areas, 

volumes and functions with a lot of fun from walking. 

 


